Introducing the Troops
MEDDICC Sales Process Pack
Top 5 ways to help your team follow your sales qualification
process and gain more predictable revenue

“Rolling out MEDDICC gives you much more detail in the opportunity. If you have a good sales
leaders, what they can do is take those details (notes, next steps) and build a strategic plan around
how to get these deals to the finish line.”
KYLE COX, SALES STRATEGY & OPERATIONS MANAGER

INTRO
Troops is like a central nervous system for your revenue
teams. It’s the fastest, easiest way to track, aid, guide, and
motivate behavior, with real-time signals that help you stay
on top of what matters now. With Troops, you get high-quality
human knowledge into (and out of) your CRM, give people
more time with customers and prospects, and win and expand
more deals. Troops connects your sources (systems of record,
like Salesforce, HubSpot, or Zendesk) with destinations
(messaging platforms such as Slack or Microsoft Teams)
to make revenue communications as easy as sending text
messages, minimizing steps and time while improving visibility
and productivity. Your people can work like humans, wherever
they are, on whatever device they prefer.

We created the Troops MEDDICC Sales
Process Pack to:

#1 for Productivity Bots
in G2’s Summer 2020 Report

1. Help customers leverage proven best
practices and accelerate their success with
Troops.
2. Provide revenue teams with the best
examples for rolling out and reinforcing
MEDDICCC successfully.

Limited time offer. Offer limited to customers that meet program criteria and deploy a minimum 10 seats.
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TOP 5 TROOPS SIGNALS FOR SUPPORTING MEDDICC:
These five customer proven Troops signals will empower your revenue teams to succeed.

1. Activity Reinforcement
2. Behavior Reinforcement (coaching)
3. Activity Metrics
4. Celebration
5. Strategic Deals & Accounts
And if you want even more, we’ve included two bonus workflows!

6. Account Health
7. Hand-offs

TROOPS TERMS

With Troops, you automate workflows and send alerts, reports, and actions
to anyone in the messaging apps they live in.

Source: Your database apps or systems
of record, like Salesforce, Zendesk, Hubspot,
Intercom, which Troops monitors.
Destination: Your messaging apps,

like Slack or Teams, where Troops communicates
with your people.

Signal: Troops-automated messages your
people receive
• Real-Time Signals: Troops detects revenue-

significant changes as they happen and notifies
the right people immediately.

• Scheduled Signals: Troops sends data
matching your conditions (like a report) at
scheduled times.

Troops monitors your Sources and sends Signals to Destinations based on a set of conditions you define.
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GETTING STARTED
Before you can set up your MEDDICC Sales Process Pack, you
need to connect Troops with Slack and Salesforce.com (and
Google Calendar, if desired). Here’s all you have to do:

1.

Create and sign in to your
Troops account.

2.

Connect Salesforce and sync your data
(this part takes ~15 minutes).

3.

Connect your Slack workspace.

4.

Connect your Google calendar.

5.

Install the Troops bot into your
Slack workspace.

Here is a quick “how-to video” showing the initial
setup. Once you’ve completed these simple steps,
you’re ready to start creating signals with Troops.

#1 ACTIVITY REINFORCEMENT SIGNALS
What are they?
Activity Reinforcement signals guide the right behaviors and
improve data accuracy. You can align them with your MEDDICC
sales qualification process, performance metrics, support
SLAs, or any activity you want to make sure everyone knows
is important. For example, send a post-meeting notification
to reps to update key MEDDICC fields and progress an
opportunity, or set up a reminder to gather information prior to
a customer renewal date.

Why do they matter?
It can be a challenge to ensure everyone knows what to do,
particularly when you’re rolling out MEDDICC and trying to
make sure it sticks. You want teams to know what they’re
being measured on, and when they need to take specific
actions. This can be magnified when people work remotely or
are part of a distributed team. Activity Reinforcement signals
help yu ensure that the right people do the right things at the
right times, all the time, so you keep your business on track.

“Using Troops is like giving
everyone on the team their
own personal assistant. What
I love about Troops is that it
works behind the scenes, It’s
not another application to learn.
Instead, it fits in seamlessly with
Slack and Salesforce and makes
it easy for people to do what they
need to do. This is so important
for distributed teams.”
ZIV PELED, CCO, APPSFLYER
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HOW DO YOU BUILD ACTIVITY REINFORCEMENT SIGNALS?
How do you build them?

POST-MEETING UPDATE ALERT STEP-BY-STEP

Gather input about what activities
are most important so you can create
reinforcement workflows for them.

1.

Log in to your Troops account*

2.

Go to the “Workflows” tab on the
upper left corner and click “Team

From your Troops dashboard, click on
“Create New Workflow” and set up the
reports you want. Then ensure that the
signals are firing off into a group
or public channel.

Here are step-by-step instructions for a Post-Meeting Update notification alert:

Workflows.”
3.
4.

5.

STEP 1: Choose the recipients of the
workflow (e.g., Jim Bobb, Sally Wood).
STEP 2: Filter the email address(es) you do
NOT want to log calls (e.g., at Troops.ai, we
do not log internal meetings).

Click on “Create New Workflow”
at the top right hand corner.
STEP 3: Schedule meeting workflow to fire
weekdays after the meeting ends.
Choose option two: “Report”
Then click the report tab on the top
STEP 4: Next, add action buttons
of the screen.
that prompt your reps to update the
Select option three:

“Meeting Workflow”

information they need to get from the call
(e.g., Update Success Criteria, Update
Forecast Fields).
STEP 5: Name your workflow and
click save! Now, every time your team
has external meetings, they will get a
notification to log the call directly from
Slack.
Note: The contact must live in Salesforce
for us to associate the Gcal invite with the
event in Salesforce.

Example: Post-Meeting Update Signal
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#2 BEHAVIOR REINFORCEMENT
SIGNALS (AKA COACHING)
What are they?
Behavior Reinforcement signals do exactly that: reinforce behavior.
Create custom channels that pump in signals that focus on key areas
of team or individual behavior aligned to your business processes. If
you want reps to provide specific details after a call to map to your
MEDDICC sales qualification process, set up a Troops signal to remind
them to enter their notes and provide the required details.

Why do they matter?
Behavior Reinforcement signals give visibility into how well teams and
individuals understand and are following your business processes.
They give you near real-time visibility, so managers can step in
and coach before an opportunity goes off the rails. Use them to
help teams follow processes more consistently, and you’ll improve
compliance as well as information quality and timeliness.

“Troops is a huge coaching
tool because most of the time
deals push or stages go in the
wrong direction, we can run a
post-mortem on the deal and
find out where our process
wasn’t followed properly. That
additional visibility makes it
much easier for managers
to identify those high-value
coaching opportunities.”
MATT BUDD THANOS,
DIRECTOR OF SALES, SCOUTRFP
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HOW DO YOU BUILD BEHAVIOR REINFORCEMENT SIGNALS?
How do you build them?
Identify a core area in your team’s
process that you are actively
tracking in Salesforce.
Pump Troops signals into a coaching
channel every time this field is
updated to provide opportunities for
real-time coaching.

MEDDPICC IMPACT OF PAIN SIGNAL STEP-BY-STEP
Below are step-by-step instructions for creating a Troops signal for MEDDPIC Impact of Pain.
1.

Log in to your Troops account*

2.

Go to the “Workflows” tab on the
upper left corner and click “Team

Workflows.”
3.

Click on “Create New Workflow”
at the top right hand corner.

4.

Next, you will need to select the
Salesforce object for your alert
(e.g., “Opportunity” or “Pilots and
Implementations”).

5.

Now choose the type of alert. You can
choose to fire an alert based on a field
change or important dates. For this
example, select

“Field Change Alert.”
6.

On the left hand side, you will see
the “Navigator” that will take you
through the flow of creating
this workflow.

STEP 1: Choose the conditions
that need to be met for this alert to
fire (e.g., MEDDPICC - Metrics field
has changed).
STEP 2: Select the recipients
(e.g., #meddpicc--metrics).
STEP 3: Customize your workflow
by adding action buttons that give
reps real time feedback on MEDDPICC
(e.g., coaching feedback).
STEP 4: Name and number your
workflow (and include your workflow
number in your message so you can
retrieve it and customize it quickly
later on) Note: You will not be able to
save your alert before naming your
workflow.
STEP 5: Save!

Example: MEDDPICC Imapct of Pain Signal
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#3 ACTIVITY METRICS SIGNALS
What are they?
Activity Metrics signals show just what the name says: activity
metrics! Different teams have different responsibilities and
activities. Why not share reports that show how much everyone
is doing? When people are working remotely or are part of
a distributed team, activity metrics let the team see what
everyone is doing and how they compare to their colleagues.
You can build activity metrics signals that show call and
email volumes for your sales development team, MEDDICC
qualification or stage change progression across all accounts,
cases logged and closed for support, or customer engagement
metrics for success teams.

Why do they matter?
Activity metrics track the daily and weekly pulse of your business.
There’s usually a direct correlation between activities and impact,
especially for revenue teams. These workflows and reports keep
everyone aware that their work is important and let them know
how they — and their teams — are performing.
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“We started using Troops to
keep our teams engaged
by broadcasting reports in
different departments from
Salesforce to Slack. It’s been
one of the most valuable tools
in our tech stack to create
awareness around what is
happening across the funnel
and how to engage the team.
Now with Coronavirus, we’re
also seeing it is instrumental
in helping us with morale and
team awareness.”
MICHAEL TUSO, DIRECTOR OF
REVENUE PERFORMANCE, CHILI PIPER
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HOW DO YOU BUILD ACTIVITY METRICS SIGNALS?
Gather input from people
(individuals and department or
function leaders) across your
organization about the key
activities they track every day,
and what they’d like to see
across the organization.

SDR ACTIVITY REPORT STEP-BY-STEP

Based on team input, create
reports that show key activities
by individuals and teams, daily
or weekly.

1.

From your Troops dashboard, click
on “Create New Workflow” and
set up the reports you want. Then
ensure that the signals are firing
off into a group or public channel.

Here are step-by-step instructions for an SDR Activity Report:
1.

Log in to your Troops
account*

2.

Go to the “Workflows” tab on
the upper left corner and click

“Team Workflows.”
Click on “Create New
Workflow”

at the top right hand corner.

2.

Choose option two: “Report”
Then click the report tab on the top
of the screen.

3.

Type in the “Report name” that
lives in Salesforce (e.g., SDR
Activity Summary WTD).

4.

5.

Next, select where the Report will
be posted to in Slack. Note: You
can send to individuals or a Slack
channel. (e.g., #sales-sdr).

6.

The “Opportunity type”
should be is equal bto“Existing

Business - Renewal.”
7.

8.

Next, select the relevant fields you
want to be visible when the report
is sent to Slack. (e.g., toggle off the
date field)
Last, on the top right corner click

“Finish & Save” and you just

created an automated report!

Then select the “Scheduled”
cadence you want the report to run
on (e.g., weekdays at 5:30 pm).

Example: Sales Development Rep Activity Report
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#4 CELEBRATION SIGNALS
What are they?
Teams love to see and celebrate moments big and small.
Whether it’s meetings booked, qualified pipeline added,
opportunity progression with MEDDICC qualification,
professional service completions, ACV/ARR increases,
Closed/Won opportunities, renewals, or upsells, you can
celebrate and share them all with Troops.

Why do they matter?
Celebration signals help you build and improve employee
morale, improve visibility, and increase collaboration.
Everyone likes to know that their work gets seen and
appreciated. Sharing wins, large and small, contributes to
a collaborative culture and keeps everyone focused on the
positive. In addition, some celebration signals are leading
indicators of business health. For example, if meetings
booked trend down, you should investigate to see what’s
going on so you don’t see it cascade into a negative
pipeline trend.
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“The Troops closed-won channel is THE
BEST channel to be in. Everybody loves it
and people spend a ton of time there. Sales
reps love it because it celebrates their work.
It builds camaraderie and also fosters a
competitive environment. Our CEO spends
like 30 minutes every day in that channel
and comments on all the deals he really likes.
Troops really brings the human side out of
the data in Salesforce. It lets you interact with
it in a way that just wasn’t possible before
because of all that visibility.”
ARJUN GANATRA, SR. SALESFORCE ADMIN,
STACK OVERFLOW
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HOW DO YOU BUILD CELEBRATION SIGNALS?
Talk to people (not just leaders!)
from departments across your
organization and think about a
few ways to celebrate the team’s
hard work. From there, it’s easy
to create a few new alerts per
department that generate positivity
and motivation.
From your Troops dashboard, click
on “Create New Workflow” to set
up your new Troops celebration
signals. Then ensure that your
signals are firing off into a group or
public channel in Slack or Teams.

RENEWAL CLOSED/WON STEP-BY-STEP
Here are step-by-step instructions for a Renewal Closed/Won signal:

1.

2.

Log in to your Troops account*
(please note, if your company has
permissions enabled, only an
“Admin” can create a workflow).
Go to the “Workflows” tab on
the upper left corner and click

“Team Workflows.”
3.

8.

Business - Renewal.”
9.

The “Stage” should be is equal
to “Closed Won.”

10.

Now, “select the Recipients”
of this message.

Click on “Create New
Workflow”

Pro tip: pump this into a public
channel for more visibility and hype
around the renewal!

at the top right hand corner.

4.

5.

In Step 1 of the Create New
Workflow page, select “Alert.”

11.

After you’ve selected the
recipients, you can customize the
alert message and fields you’d like
to appear. Be sure to keep “GIF”
toggled on to add a fun touch to
the alert.

12.

As a last step, you can add action
buttons to this alert in case you
want to update or add info in
Salesforce.

13.

Click Save.

In Step 2 of the Create
New Workflow page, select

“Opportunity.”
6.

In Step 3 of the Create New
Workflow page, select “Field

Change Alert.”
7.

Now, you can build your
conditions!

The “Opportunity type”
should be is equal bto“Existing

Example: Win Gong (AKA Closed/Won Signal)
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#5: STRATEGIC DEALS
& ACCOUNTS SIGNALS
What are they?
Strategic Deals and Accounts signals use dedicated channels
to provide visibility into your most important deals ad customer
accounts. Set them up to fire updates and information as deals
progress, handoffs occur, key implementations are happening,
or an upsell or renewal is in play. Troops Signals are a great
way to share MEDDICC qualification information with everyone
involved in an opportunity.

“I am heavily using Troops Deal
Rooms functionality with the
team. It’s been super useful in

Why do they matter?
Troops Deal Rooms allow you to provide a complete 360-degree
view of a prospect or customer and share signals with everyone
involved. You can organize assets, note, and convesations and
allow everyone to collaborate to accelerate deal progression
and sales conversations. Best of all, you can share key account
data in Slack (or soon, Teams) with team members who don’t
have Salesforce or other source system licenses.
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staying up to date on deals, how
things are moving, and making
sure the reps are keeping data/
info up to date on the opps.”
CHRIS FEROLI, VP OF SALES,
DYNAMIC YIELD
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HOW DO YOU BUILD STRATEGIC DEALS
& ACCOUNTS SIGNALS
How do you build them?

CREATING A TROOPS DEAL ROOM STEP-BY-STEP

Below are step-by-step instructions
for creating a Troops Deal Room
to track Strategic Deals and/or
Accounts. You can also create a Deal
Room by adding an action button to
an already existing Troops alert.

Below are step-by-step instructions for creating an example Troops signal for a Deal Room.

Note:
Depending on your organization’s
Slack permissions, you may need
a Slack admin to grant permissions
before creating the Deal Room.

1.

2.

Log into your troops account and click
on “Deal Rooms” at the top of the
page within your navigation bar.

6.

Next, click on “Salesforce
Updates.” Select the Salesforce

Object fields you’d like to be alerted
on when changes occur. You’ll notice
on the bottom you can toggle on
Chatter notifications.

Click on the blue “Create New
Deal Room” on the top right
hand corner.

7.

Next, select “Calendars.”

3.

From here, “select the Slack
channel name” from the
dropdown menu.

8.

4.

Add the Salesforce object you’d like
to link to the Deal Room. Once you
click on, “Select Object,” you can
add any additional “Child Objects”
associated and click “Done.”

Select the “team members”
Google Calendars for in-room meeting
notifications and select the alert
timing.

9.

Next, click into “Intel” to receive
automated news alerts into the Deal
Room.

10.

As a final step, click on “Summary” to
customize a deal summary that can
be accessed by anyone at any time in
your Deal Room! As you are adding in
fields, the Slack example will appear
on the right hand side of the screen.

11.

Click “Save Deal Room” and
you’re all set!

5.

In Step 3, you can invite the Troops
bot to the Slack channel. If members
are already in the channel you will see
their names appear.

Example: Opportunity Deal Room
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BUT WAIT THERE’S MORE:
BONUS TROOPS SIGNALS
We couldn’t stop at just five key signals to help your go-to-market teams
achieve MEDDICC success! Here are two bonus Troops signals to try,
focused on monitoring account health and managing handoffs.

BONUS #1 :
Account Health Signals

We brought in Troops to

What are they?

at risk to update their plan of

Account Health signals share information that helps you understand
what’s going on with your customer and prospect accounts. Examples
could be marketing engagement score triggers, activity levels within
your target accounts, or customer adoption and use reports. You could
create MEDDICC-specific account health signals focused on qualification
progression conditions you set, based on norms for your business.
Use Account Health signals to notify reps when key activities happen, so
they can quickly initiate conversations. Flag declining usage in real time
so that customer success teams can focus on adoption before a customer
slips away.

proactively prompt reps
when they have a customer
action which is immediately
shared with managers.
This massively improved
retention and overall data
quality in Salesforce.”
SHACHAR AVRAHAMI, HEAD OF
SUCCESS OPERATIONS, FEEDVISOR

Why do they matter?
Account Health signals are leading indicators. They can highlight either
positive or negative trends, such as an increase in customer adoption or
engagement, or a decline in usage. They provide visibility and allow you to
respond and take action sooner rather than later.
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HOW DO YOU BUILD ACCOUNT HEALTH SIGNALS?
How do you build them?
Get input from across your
organization to determine what
notifications and alerts would
be most helpful in tracking
account health.

ACCOUNT HEATLH GREEN/YELLOW/RED SIGNAL STEP-BY-STEP
Below are step-by-step instructions for creating a Troops signal based on conditions that
reflect Account Health.
Go to the “Workflows” tab on the
upper left corner and click “Team

1.

Workflows.”
2.

Click on “Create New Workflow”
at the top right hand corner in Troops.

3.

In Step 1 : select “Alert.”

4.

In Step 2 : select the
“Account” object.

5.

8.

Now, click on “Schedule” to
determine when the alert will get sent.

9.

Click on “Recipients” and select
“Success Manager.”

10.

Click on “Message” to customize
the alert message.
Pro Tip: Be clear in what actions you’d
like the rep to take! If you’d like them
to send an email or call a decision
maker, be sure to include that in the
message.

In Step 3: select a

“Field Change” alert.
6.

Within the “Post to Slack” section
in the Conditions page, select
“Account Health” has changed.

7.

You can also build in “TCV” or
“ARR” into these conditions if
you want the alert to fire for larger
accounts only.

11.

Click on “Action Buttons” to select
the type of button to add for your
workflow.

12.

Click on “Log an Activity.”

13.

Click Save. Now, your CSMs will get
alerts when their customer’s Account
health has changed.

Example: Account Health = Green/Yellow/Red Signal
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BONUS #2: HANDOFF SIGNALS
What are they?
Handoff signals manage the handoffs between functional
units or teams, such as from a Sales Development Rep to
an Account Executive, Account Executive to Professional
Services, Sales to Customer Success, or Finance to Sales.

Why do they matter?
Account Health signals are leading indicators. They
can highlight either positive or negative trends, such as
an increase in customer adoption or engagement, or a
decline in usage. They provide visibility and allow you to
respond and take action sooner rather than later.

“By using Troops we decreased
the time to assignment of Solution
Engineers to deal support requests
from an average of 3-4 days to an
average of 2 minutes. It saves at
least 2 hours of work every week
for the Solutions Engineering
Director. Moreover, it builds a better
partnership between AEs and SEs at
Slack.”
ALLISON AUGUST, SR. SOLUTIONS ENGINEER,
SLACK
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HOW DO YOU BUILD HANDOFF SIGNALS?
How do you build them?
Consider creating relevant
channels by territory/segment to
pump these handoff signals into
for optimal visibility.
Identify the teams affected,
the trigger indicating that it’s
handoff time, and add some
lighthearted but prescriptive
messaging to inform the teams
of the handoff.
Loop in stakeholders in certain
stages of a deal before they go
live to ensure the deal is set up
for success (e.g., #deal-reviewalert channels)

SALES ENGINEER TO CUSTOMER SUCCESS
HANDOFF STEP-BY-STEP
Below are step-by-step instructions for creating a Sales Engineer to Customer Success
Manager Handoff signal.
1.

Log into your Troops.ai account.

2.

Go to the upper right hand corner
and click “Create New Workflow.”

3.

Once you land on the create new
workflow page you will see “Select

a type of Workflow.”
4.

5.

6.

Choose option “Alert.”

Select the Salesforce object

for your Alert (e.g., Pilots and
Implementations).

Choose the type of Alert. You can

choose to fire an alert based on a Field
Change or important Date. For this
example, click Field Change Alert.

7.

Click “Save.”

8.

On the left-hand side, you will see
the “Navigator” that will take you
through the flow of creating this
workflow. Let’s get started!

STEP 1: Choose the conditions that
need to be met for this alert to fire (e.g.,
Stage is equal to live).
Note: You can make the conditions as granular
as you see fit.

STEP 2: Select the recipients of the
handoff (e.g., #se-cs-handoff).
Note: You can choose individuals or a channel
to bring together specific stakeholders.

STEP 3: Customize the message you
want to display in the alert. (e.g., YES!
Acme just went Live!)

Note: Have fun and be playful with your
messaging to keep team members engaged.

STEP 4: Select the fields that are
important to note once the handoff is
initiated.(e.g., Opp Amount, Success
Criteria)
STEP 5: Name your workflow.

Note: You will not be able to save your alert
before naming your workflow.

STEP 6: Save!

Example: Sales Engineer to Customer Success Manager handoff
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WHAT’S NEXT
That’s it. You’ve now got the top five Troops signals for revenue teams set
up to support your MEDDICC processes, plus two bonus signals focused on
account health and handoffs.
Be sure to monitor how your teams are doing against the success metrics you
created prior to setting up these Troops signals. Let us know what’s working
for you and where you need more help so we can continue to share the best
signals and any tips and tricks that support customer-facing teams!
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LEARN MORE
Want to learn more and get started? Sign up here, or
contact your Troops rep to book your setup meeting now.
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